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About me 

- Senior Software Engineer (Search & Recommendation) at OLX Brasil

- Master's Degree in NLP at PUC-Rio (in progress) 

- Fun Fact: former member of RioBotz combat robot team

Leonardo Wajnsztok 

GitHub: @leotok

Linkedin: @leonardowajnsztok
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+150M
search result pages 
presented everyday 

daily active users 
visiting our platform

new ads inserted 
every day

16M indexed ads

+6M +500k
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OLX is the biggest classifieds 
platform in Brazil



How does OLX work?
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All sort of ads
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Ads/Items are unique
- Harder to use historical information for 

feedback loop

Both online and offline transactions
- Harder to make sure an item was purchased

Many ads for a single "product"
- Quality vs Democracy

Problems and challenges
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Problems and challenges
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Translation:
"for sale"



Past x Present

2017 2021�� ��
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Why was it so bad in 2017?
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Beginning of the journey

Convince stakeholders

Relevance testing

Baseline DCG
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Beginning of the journey
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Simon or Quepid?
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Elasticsearch: multi_match (BM25): _score * recency decay factor
-68.4% defect rate in a sample of search queries

First relevance iteration!
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Number of irrelevant items in a search resultNumber of irrelevant items in a search result

Number of search queries with X irrelevant items



"multi_match": {
"query": "iphone 8",
"type": "cross_fields",
"operator": "and",
"fields": [
    "title^3.0",
    "description^1.5",
    "model^70.0",
    "category^35.0",
    "brand^10.0",
    "other^1.5"
    "attribute^1.0",
    "operation^0.0",
    "adjective^0.0",
    "state^10.0",    
    "city^35.0",
    "neighbourhood^70.0",
    "address^1.0",
    "neighbor_cities^3.0",
    "neighbor_neighbourhoods^2.0",
    "poi^0.0",
    ...
]

}

First "post-relevance" problem...
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~30 fields in a document

Handcrafted fields boosts

Millions of possibilities to try



Small blanket problem
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Ads from these neighborhoods:

- Vila Tenis Clube

- Pinheiros Tenis Village

- Delta Ville Tenis Club

Translation:
sneakers



Relevance judgements
 to optimize fields boosts

Reorder ads optimizing NDCG

Optuna library 

What about 
Hyperparameter Optimization?
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https://broutonlab.com/blog/efficient-hyperparameter-optimization-with-optuna-framework
https://distill.pub/2020/bayesian-optimization/

https://broutonlab.com/blog/efficient-hyperparameter-optimization-with-optuna-framework
https://distill.pub/2020/bayesian-optimization/


New boosts:

"multi_match": {
"query": "iphone 8",
"type": "cross_fields",
"operator": "and",
"fields": [

          "title^90.0",
          "description^0.0",
          "model^5.0",
          "category^85.0",
          "brand^30.0",
          "attribute^0.0",
          "operation^10.0",
          "adjective^50.0",
          "state^50.0",
          "city^25.0",
          "neighbourhood^70.0",
          "address^0.0",
          "neighbor_cities^35.0",
          "neighbor_neighbourhoods^0.0",
          "poi^5.0",
          ...
      ]
}

Boosts after optimizing
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Old boosts:

"multi_match": {
"query": "iphone 8",
"type": "cross_fields",
"operator": "and",
"fields": [
    "title^3.0",
    "description^1.5",
    "model^70.0",
    "category^35.0",
    "brand^10.0",
    "attribute^1.0",
    "operation^0.0",
    "adjective^0.0",
    "state^10.0",    
    "city^35.0",
    "neighbourhood^70.0",
    "address^1.0",
    "neighbor_cities^3.0",
    "neighbor_neighbourhoods^2.0",
    "poi^0.0",
    ...
]

}



Problems with BM25
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👍 Better precision

+8.6% in offline DCG

Although...



Problems with BM25
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👍 Better precision 

+8.6% in offline DCG

Although...

👎 Poor title quality and diversity 

-21.2% in title words count
-37.3% in title dissimilarity 

👎  Poor democracy in terms of 
impressions between ads with 
different titles



More problems with BM25!
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The last straw with BM25!
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Translation:

"Retractable sofa. I'm also going to 
write 'sofa sofa sofa' hahahaha"

This user was mocking us! 😵 🤣 



Title is a very important field

Users can "hack" BM25 in a C2C use case

Term frequency in short texts 
is not that important

Field length leads to better diversity,
but depends on term frequency

Learnings until then
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title^90.0

https://www.elastic.co/blog/practical-bm25-part-2-the-bm25-algorithm-and-its-variables

https://www.elastic.co/blog/practical-bm25-part-2-the-bm25-algorithm-and-its-variables


word ORDER and POSITION matter!
(at least in Portuguese)

and the ultimate Insight...
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Video game console Video game controller



Indexing item 1

"Term podium" match
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ps4

dois
controles

controle

ps4
original

Indexing item 2



Indexing item 1

"Term podium" match
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ps4

dois
controles

controle

ps4
original

Indexing item 2



controle

ps4

Podium query

controle ps4
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"Term podium" match



"Term podium" match
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controle

ps4

ps4

dois

controle
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"Term podium" match

controle

ps4

controle

ps4

original

Podium Query Podium QueryPodium Item 1 Podium Item 2

+256

+16

+64 +32



"Term podium" match
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Score(query, item2) = 16 + 256 = 272

Score(query, item1) = 32 + 64 = 96

Search Result:controle ps4

. . .



Benefits of "Term Podium"

Known maximum score

More "Equally relevant" documents have the same score,
allowing to break a tie using other fields (ex: recency)

Easier to interpret compared to BM25
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Recap: Past x Term Podium

2017 2021�� ��
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Better relevance
+ 3.8% in offline DCG
+ 2.9% in clicks @5
+ 3.6% in conversion rate

Better diversity
+43.6% in title words count in the search results
+64.1% in title dissimilarity in the search results

Better democracy
No more BM25 hacks from our users

Term podium results
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Conclusions
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Begin with metrics (if possible)

Know your data

Understand the methods and algorithms used

Start with the simple stuff
Read this thread: https://relevancy.slack.com/archives/C47DXEJUA/p1627368535279900



Thank you!
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Email: leonardo.wajnsztok@olxbr.com

Linkedin: @leonardowajnsztok


